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TECHNICAL ABSTRACT   

Optically pumped semiconductor lasers (OPSLs) based on W quantum wells integrated with thick absorber regions 

have allowed for considerable improvement in the output power and beam quality of mid-IR optically-pumped lasers
1
.  

The W-wells are type-II InAs/InGaSb /InAs structures which are placed between thick InGaAsSb quaternary absorber 

regions that are specifically designed to absorb a large fraction of the incident ~ 2 µm pump radiation.  The OPSL output 

wavelength can be varied from ~ 2.5 to ~  9.5 µm by  increasing the InAs layer thickness.  In general, when broad-area 

OPSLs are operated cryogenically they display very low thresholds, high quantum efficiencies (0.6-0.8) , good beam 

quality (~ 4 x DL) and are able to deliver quasi-CW powers in the 5-20 W range.  The maximum OPSL output power 

has historically been limited by the excitation source. For example, they have been pumped with 1.9 µm-emitting laser 

diode arrays with P  ≤ 100 W or with 1.94 µm Th fiber lasers with P ≤ 150 W.  

The recent commercial availability of high-peak power, near-2 µm, pump sources including passively Q-switched  

Ho:YAG lasers and Tm:Ho co-doped fiber lasers has the potential to be an enabling technology for generating high peak 

power from mid-IR OPSLs.  The embedded InxGa1-x AsySb1-y absorber layers are designed to efficiently absorb the 

pump radiation to generate carriers.  The carrier population then rapidly transports into the W well, with the type-II 

recombination generating appreciable gain. We report on the generation of high peak powers from a mid-IR OPSL 

operating at 4.1 µm.  The test laser devices were In-soldered epitaxial side down to a Au-coated copper heat sink.  The 

devices were placed in a LN2 cryostat and cooled to 78 K.  The Fabry-Perot lasers were pumped with the output from a 

passively-Q-switched Ho:YAG laser capable of delivering 90 kW at λ = 2.09 um. The pump laser pulse width is fixed at 

16 ns (fwhm), whereas the pulse repetition frequency can be varied from 0.7-3 kHz. The pump light illuminated a 1.4 

mm wide stripe that traversed the 4 mm long laser cavity. A mid-IR wideband polarizer is used to vary the incident 

pump power. The mid-IR laser emission is directed either to a thermal detector for power measurements or to a 1/3 m 

monochromator,  where the radiation is dispersed and subsequently detected via a fast InSb photodiode.  The resultant 

photocurrent is monitored by a fast-gated integrator and boxcar averager. The pulsed laser waveforms are recorded on a 

500 MHz digital oscilloscope.  Figure 1a shows laser spectra collected for three different pumping levels of 1.8, 15 and 

35 kW.  The boxcar gate width was set to ~ 60 ns, which allowed collection of the majority of the laser waveform.   

Given the large increase in pumping level, there is relatively modest band-filling.  The spectral width (1/e2) 

increases from 63 nm to 277 nm (4.7 meV to 21 meV) as the absorbed pump power is increased from 1.8 to 35 kW.  

This suggests that the hot carriers injected into the active region undergo rapid relaxation to the band edge states. Work 

on broken-gap, mid-IR  multiple quantum wells has indicated rapid cooling of  thermalized hot-carrier populations (τ ~ 

15 ps) by optical phonons.
2
  Bandgap renormalization and/or heating affects are also apparent in Fig.1a, as the low-

energy edge shifts to longer wavelength, from 4130.3 nm to 4146.0 nm ( -1.1 meV), as the pump power is increased. 

 



 

 
 

 

 

Figure 1.  Laser spectra recorded for pump powers of 1.8, 15, and 35 kW. 1b) The pump-power vs. OPSL power 

curve. The marked power points correspond to the spectra in Fig. 1 a. 

For each spectral curve shown in Fig. 1, a series of time-resolved waveforms was collected at different wavelength 

points.  This was accomplished by incrementally stepping the monochromator wavelength by a fixed ∆λ and recording 

the detector response as a function of time. These S(λ,t) curves are plotted in Fig. 2a for the intermediate pump power of 

15 kW (each trace is displaced for clarity).  Figure 2b plots the overall spectrum and the sampled S(λ,t) points.  The solid 

blue circles are the integrated waveform intensity, I = ∫ S(λ,t), values; these are in good agreement with the spectrum 

intensity values recorded by the boxcar integrator/averager (blue curve). Several trends, apparent in the time-resolved 

data, are displayed in Fig. 2b.  The OPSL pulse width is longest near the band-edge states (near 4100 nm) and decays 

rapidly for higher energies in the band, indicating a shorter lifetime for carriers higher in the band and a rapid relaxation 

to the band edge.  In addition, the onset of the shorter wavelength light is delayed in time relative to the light near the 

band-edge (which is seen first) as carriers essentially fill the bottom of the conduction band first.  

 

Figure 2a) Time-resolved waveforms recorded at different wavelengths; the 1/e
2
 pass band at a particular 

wavelength is ~ 2 nm, 2b) The spectrum recorded for a pump power of 15 kW and the associated time-resolved points 

(circles). Plotted on the right-side axis are the associated pulse widths and pulse delays. 



 

 
 

 

Other effects are also observed. For example, the OPSL pulse shows evidence of ringing and splits into two discrete 

pulses at energies approaching the band edge.  The ringing is not attributable to relaxation oscillations and this self-

modulation may be due to spectral-hole burning.  

The average OPSL power was measured by varying the incident power on the chip via the mid-IR polarizer. The power 

at each position was recorded for 20-30 power readings and averaged.  The peak power was determined by recording the 

time-resolved pulse for the entire spectrum, P(t), and multiplying by a pulse integration scale factor, c = Pave × (1/f ) ×  ∫ 

P(t) dt, where Pave is the averaged OPSL power and f  is the pulse repetition frequency. In general, for the lower pump 

powers (P ≤ 20 kW),  the power-power curve is linear (see Fig. 1b), and the OPSL optical pulse tracks the excitation 

pulse, albeit with a slight delay of a ~ 4 ns.  As the pump power is increased, a rollover in the OPSL power is observed.  

Given the low duty cycle of the Ho:YAG excitation laser (duty = 0.001 %), the rollover is not thermally induced.  It is 

attributable, in part, to the onset of self-pulsation of the OPSL.  In effect, the peak-power is diluted as the single optical 

output pulse splits into two main time resolved peaks.  This effectively increases the duty-cycle of the OPSL over the 

fixed Ho:YAG duty cycle.  We have recently developed a carrier dynamic model to help explain the OPSL output under 

high intensity pumping.  
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